A comparison of image processing techniques for bird recognition.
Bird predation is one of the major concerns for fish culture in open ponds. A novel method for dispersing birds is the use of autonomous vehicles. Image recognition software can improve their efficiency. Several image processing techniques for recognition of birds have been tested. A series of morphological operations were implemented. We divided images into 3 types, Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3, based on the level of difficulty of recognizing birds. Type 1 images were clear; Type 2 images were medium clear, and Type 3 images were unclear. Local thresholding has been implemented using HSV (Hue, Saturation, and Value), GRAY, and RGB (Red, Green, and Blue) color models on all three sections of images and results were tabulated. Template matching using normal correlation and artificial neural networks (ANN) are the other methods that have been developed in this study in addition to image morphology. Template matching produced satisfactory results irrespective of the difficulty level of images, but artificial neural networks produced accuracies of 100, 60, and 50% on Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3 images, respectively. Correct classification rate can be increased by further training. Future research will focus on testing the recognition algorithms in natural or aquacultural settings on autonomous boats. Applications of such techniques to industrial, agricultural, or related areas are additional future possibilities.